Algae String
at Home
Who says all the fun has to happen at The Tech Interactive?
This DIY biotinkering activity can be done with inexpensive
store-bought supplies and things you find around your home!
at Home

thetech.org/athome

Introduction

We use plastic objects every day. But what is plastic? If we zoomed in for a closer
look, we'd see that it’s made of lots of long molecule chains called polymers. Most
of today's plastics are made in a lab and not environmentally friendly, but nature
can make useful polymers too! For example, natural rubber and paper are both
created from natural polymers that are biodegradable. In this activity you will use
polymers made by algae and a bit of chemistry to create your own custom string!

Subject:
Biodesign, Chemistry,
Materials Science

Age:
8+

Time:

Design Challenge

Create your own colorful string creations using ingredients that come from algae.
Then craft fun things with your string!

Polymer: A material made up of long repeating chains of
molecules. It can be man-made (synthetic plastics) or natural.

Make algae gel: 20 min
Let gel rest: 1 hr- overnight
Make calcium bath: 5 min
Make string: 30 min

Key Concepts:
Polymers, chemical
reactions, biomaterials,
fiber arts
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Materials

You will need two special ingredients to do this activity, powdered sodium alginate
(algae polymer) and a calcium ingredient. These are the chemistry superstars —
they react together to form the new polymer material!
In addition, you will need some more common ingredients and supplies as well as
equipment to create and customize your unique algae string. We have included a
few suggestions, but use whatever you have on hand — be creative!

Ingredients and Supplies
Powdered sodium
alginate
(1 tsp)
Find online,
or at specialty
grocery stores or
pharmacies.

Calcium ingredient
(Choose one)
• Calcium chloride (2 tsp)

Texture ingredient
(1-3 tbsp)
• Honey

• Calcium lactate (4 tsp)

• Corn syrup

• Calcium carbonate (6 tsp)

• Pancake syrup

Find online, or at brewing
supply stores.

• Aloe vera

String color
(Choose one
or many!)
• Food coloring

Water
Step 1: ½ cup
Filtered or bottled
water is recommended,
if you have it.

• Powdered drink mix
• Turmeric or other
natural pigments
Use enough to get
the color you want!

Why filtered water?
Many homes have hard
water, which has minerals
like calcium. Since you
will use calcium for the
chemical reaction, your
algae gel could solidify
too soon!

Step 3:
2 cups tap water

Equipment (Try at least one!)
Sealable mixing container
• Plastic baggie

String-making tools
• Plastic baggie

• Squeezable bottle

• Squeeze bottle

• Jar or cup
(with lid)

• Cup
• Piping bag
• Syringe
(without a needle)

Instructions

Step 1: Make your algae gel (20 min)
• Add your texture ingredient and string color to 1/2 cup of water (bottled or
filtered) and mix to combine.
– A texture ingredient is an important helper that can give your string flexibility.
It’s up to you to choose how much to try in your experiment; we recommend
between 1-3 tbsp.
– Use as much as you need of your string color ingredient to get the color you
want!
• Add 1 tsp of sodium alginate powder to your mixture.
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More about our
algae polymer!
The natural polymer
that we’re using in
this activity is called
alginate. It can be
found in brown
algae, like seaweed
and kelp, which need
to be both flexible
and strong enough
to withstand ocean
waves. When alginate
is harvested and
turned into a powder,
it loses its structure
and strength. Using
chemistry, we can
put the polymer
pieces back together
— like putting
together the pieces
of a puzzle — while
shaping it into a fun
and useful material.

• Mix your ingredients until a gel starts to form!
How you mix your ingredients will change based on your mixing container.

Using this?

Try this!

... plastic baggie?

Try to get all the air out of the bag before you seal it. Squish the clumps!

... squeezable bottle?

Seal your container and try shaking it to make the powder disappear.

... cup or jar?

Try mixing with a whisk, spoon, chopstick, or immersion blender.

You’re done when the whole mixture becomes a thick gel. It’s okay if there are still a few clumps.
Step 2: Let your algae gel rest until the bubbles disappear (1 hr - overnight)
• Make sure any remaining clumps are touching the gel when you let it rest, so they will finish dissolving overnight.
• If you are going to let your algae gel sit for more than a few hours, seal or cover your container to stop evaporation.
Step 3: Make your calcium bath (5 min)
• Add your calcium ingredient to 2 cups of water and mix
until all the powder disappears.
• Choosing a container with a wide opening here will make
the next step easier.
Step 4: Make your algae string! (30 min)
• Now it’s time for the chemical reaction! Combining the
alginate (in your algae gel) with the calcium (in your
calcium bath) kicks off this process and turns your gooey
gel into a more solid material.

Reuse it and keep experimenting!
You can reuse your calcium bath to make
several batches of string. Just seal it and
store it for up to one week.

Pour the algae gel from a cup or push it
through a small opening, like you would
squeeze toothpaste from a tube!

• Transfer your algae gel to the string-making tool you
want to use.
– Experiment with different techniques or containers to
explore how the shape, structure and length of your
algae string changes.

Algae gel

• Squeeze or pour your algae gel into your calcium bath.
• Let your string sit in the bath for a few minutes and then
remove it.
– Test your string! Give it a squeeze and if it isn’t as solid
as you want, put it back in the bath to soak longer.
You can dispose of leftover ingredients in the
trash or down the sink, but be sure to run plenty
of water while you’re pouring to avoid clogs.
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Calcium bath

Step 5: Create some custom algae string creations!
• You can use your string right away or let it dry for a few hours first. Try doing both
and see how it changes what it inspires you to create.
• See what you can make with your algae string! Can you tie it into a bow? Or use
knots to make a bracelet? Try using it to knit or weave an awesome creation!

Explore More
• Customize! Can
you make multiple
batches of string
that are different
colors, shapes,
or thicknesses?
How about a more
flexible or more
stiff string?

at Hom

Using invisible ink!

How does the chemical reaction work?
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• All strung out? Use
your gel to make
a 2D, or even 3D,
creation! Instead
of squeezing the
algae gel into the
calcium bath, try
tracing the gel
into a pattern on
a plate and then
gently pouring
your calcium
bath around your
creation until it
is completely
covered. What
other creations can
you make?
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Ca

When sodium alginate and calcium are combined, the calcium binds together the
loose strands of alginate to create a stronger net-like structure (a process called
ionic cross-linking). This additional structure is what transforms your gooey gel into
a more solid material!

Share Your Results! Keep us posted on social media
with #TheTechatHome and #BioTinkeringLab.

at Home
thetech.org/athome
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